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Introduction

While thinking of ways in which we could open up the SU to more
students I turned to bell hooks’ Teaching to Transgress. Her words
around education and the practice of freedom served as a lighthouse
that guided this project and provided the language to articulate what
has been a common goal of ours: to move beyond the boundaries of
the university, to transgress academia and fill it with joy. We needed
the key to this liminal territory, a radical space that we can enter with
an openness of mind and heart so we can continue not only imagining
but building the world we would like to see within our lifetimes. And as
it turns out the key was always there, staring at us in the face.

I kept asking myself, what is a Students’ Union? What is its purpose?
What are we here for? To this day I still have no single answer to any
of these questions, but something that became clearer as time went
by is that SUs – with its current limitations and the growing
marketisation of Higher Education that has suffocated student
movements – remain a space of possibility. 

So here we are continuing the work of those before us and giving
strength to our structures so that we can keep on creating a better
university. This governance and democracy review started as a
project to open up our Union while resisting the trend of toxic
professionalism that plagues Students' Union across the UK. We are
now happy to say that after a long research and much reimagining
this proposal is ready to be voted by you – the main protagonist of
this story – our students.

“...to begin always anew, to
make, to reconstruct, and to

not spoil, to refuse to
bureaucratize the mind, to

understand and to live life as a
process—live to become…” 

Paulo Freire

Lucia Rodriguez Pedroso
Co-President Democracy & Education



SWOT Analysis
Community driven
Sense of ownership and accountability
Clear process on policy
Large activist base by comparison
Large number of societies
Full set of course reps

Concentration of power – Board and Exec are same body
Inaccessible decision-making
Effort is focussed on loud minority
No real accountability
Lack of scrutiny, support and direction
Poor relationships with society and club members
Poor election and UGM engagement
Part-time officer portfolios put too much responsibility on individual
volunteers, with a top-down approach.

Institutional transformation
Fresh start for the Union 
Comfort with digital environment
Large number of engaged students whose experience could be
improved with relatively quick wins
Large potential activist base for a range of causes exists beyond
the current, super-engaged cohort
Changeover in management and leadership of the Union

Legally exposed through weak governance
Legally exposed through PTO and FTO advice work
The Institution will improve and will do so with or without the SU
Capable Institutional Student Voice Team
Societies and Clubs prefer a service offered by the Institution,
compared to no service from the Union
The Union could be wound down as it is perceived out of touch
and unrepresentative.
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After carefully looking at our current structures we realised that there
were three key areas that needed some revision:

Governance
Some of you may not know this but the SU functions as a charity.
Hence, we have to abide by the Charity Commission Law and have a
Board of Trustees to oversee our functioning.

Currently our Board of Trustees does not have the correct expertise
to run an organisation of our size. We don't have experts on finance to
help our commercial venues (bar & shop), or anyone with profound
knowledge on our sector to help with the legal side of things.

Democracy
There has been a downward trend in our participation in our elections
as well as Union General Meetings (UGM). This is evident not only in
number of votes but also in people nominating themselves for officer
roles. 

Moreover, our Executive Committee is often burnout and
overwhelmed by carrying the sole responsibility of representing
students. We need to make the duties of our Exec clearer so
students feel better prepared to take upon these roles.

Decision-making processes
Similar to the issues with our democracy our current spaces and
processes through which the Union defines its policy are really
inaccessible.

Community building and grassroots organising should be at the centre
of what we do in the SU so we studied how this happens in other
organisations to come up with this proposal.

Three key areas



in the previous page we discuss the areas that need
reviewing. These were mainly operational and functional
areas of the Union but just tweaking and fixing those
structures does not solve our biggest issues. And these are:

Three key issues

In the next few pages we will be looking at what we mean by
these and how this proposal aims at building s better and
more secure Union for the future generations of students
who believe a better SOAS is possible.



Belonging

Too much of the current approach relies on
students coming to the Union, and we miss
the need to work where our members are.

For the Union this might involve
identifying/supporting individuals to do this.
For the a lot of SOASSU members, they do
what they do in spite of the Union, as
opposed to because of it.

Only after we have looked at this can we
understand the gaps and actually develop
opportunities.

This is true of all Union activities and services
(campaigns, reps, clubs & societies, bar and
shop).

The solution is both structural in terms of our
processes and the services we offer, as well
as an issue with democratic engagement.

The Goal is to change the relationship that
students have with the Union from
transactional to a sense of engaged
affinity/belonging

Safer

More

enjoyable

Easier to

access

what is the Union to
students?



Participation

Group A: Highly engaged. Understands the rules and what to do
when they don’t apply. Votes, campaigns, is positively and negatively
vocal about issues including the Union. 
What we need to do: Retain. Inform. Myth-bust.

Group B: Engaged society members, reps, volunteers. 20% likely to
vote. Tend to know something about the SU – certainly within the
realms of their interest (e.g. that the Union can fund societies, that
reps can talk to the co-president education and democracy).
What we need to do: Individual development opportunities. Decision-
making powers.

Group C: Service users of the Union. Don’t engage beyond the
service they are using. Many are members of societies, but not
particularly engaged. Use the bar and shops perhaps. Have a much
more transactional relationship with the union and the Institution.
What we need to do: Better service delivery. 
Opportunities to feedback.

Group D: Have never engaged with 
the Union and aren’t really aware 
about what it does, its purpose or
 its services. PhD, mature students.
What we need to do: 
Communicate. Understand. 
Platform.

A

B

C

D

Typology of students



Disproportionate energy spent on Group A.

No moderating influence from Groups B and C.

Group D tends to be the students that the Union does a lot of

advocacy on behalf of, but doesn’t have structures or

approaches suitable for engaging those communities.

A small Group E exists of people who are actively against the

Union based on their values or experiences of it. We can’t do

anything about them, but stop converting the others into

Group Es!

Fees and finances

Academic issues (mitigating circumstances, advising)

Welfare

Accommodation

Entertainment/connections

Transversal issues across all groups:

A

B

C

D

Participation

Energy

Energy invested



Engagement

A number of part-time roles are too operational.

Identity-based representation, where one person

represents an entire community runs counter to

community building, and is reductive at SOAS.

The process at SOAS is very top-down. Elected to office,

then build a community, as opposed to community first

and selecting leaders – it doesn’t promote or support

autonomy.

The labour involved is both significant and a barrier to

activity.

The limiting factor – time – means that the delivery of

important campaigns is either poorly planned, limited in

scope or completely overwhelming for campaign leaders.

The roles, without the budget/resource behind them, are

set up to fail.



Governance vs
Democracy 

Board of Trustees
 

Operational Policies
and Management

Forums, Preferenda,
Referenda, AGM,

Elections
 

Campaigning
Policies

FTOs and
Executive

 
Delivery of

activities based on
policies

Ensures that the organisation can
deliver a working democracy and
works to its charitable objects
Manages the legal and compliance
aspects of the organisation
Sets and delivers the operational
policies of the organisation
Manages the CEO and through them,
the staff and resources of the Union

Set the campaigning priorities of the
Union – define the problems and the
desired outcomes of work.

Interprets policy to deliver the will of
the membership
Puts manifestos into action
Implements the solutions
Proposes policy based on insight
Has limited powers to make policy
decisions

Separation of powers



Full-Time Officers
Portafolios

Wider and deeper engagement
Improved experience
Authentic representation and accountability
To take the Union to its constituents, where they are

Co-presidents will each have different forum/convening
responsibilities formalised in their job descriptions

The purposes are

Course Rep Assemblies
Chair Influencing SOAS Forum
Vice-Chair Governance Sub-committee

Co-president Democracy and Education

Ethical & Environmental Forum
Welfare Reps Forum
Chair SU Campaigns Forum
Vice-Chair Finance & Risk Sub-committee

Co-president Welfare and Campaigns

Society Presidents’ Forum
Sports Forum
Chair SU Operations Forum
Vice-Chair Commercial Services Sub-committee

Co-president Activities and Events

Convene and then be the link for six liberation caucuses
(protected categories)
Convene and facilitate Communities Forum
Vice-Chair People and Talent Sub-committee

Co-president Equality and Liberation

Sabbs forums



Executive Committee

6 reps - 1 nominated representative of each Liberation

Caucuses:

Black Students Caucus

LGBTQ+ Students Caucus

Disabled Students Caucus

Women Students Caucus

Trans* Students Caucus

Working Class Students Caucus

8 non-portfolio positions, portfolios to be decided in

October preferendum.

1 Research Students Association nominated

representative.

4 co-presidents (sabbatical officers).

19 Campaign-focussed officers:

Focus is on the 

delivery of priorities, 

organising the 

campaigning work 

of the Union



Board of Trustees

More students than non-students
More un-paid than paid
Other than Sabbatical officers, no crossover with
Executive Committee

Finance and risk
Governance
People and Talent
Commercial Services

Sub-committees
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Thank youThank you  
and rememberand remember

to vote!to vote!

The choice is now in your hands. Our SU is a great space
in which we can get together and reimagine the university
but it could be so much more.

This proposal brings together a new structure that will
not only enhance participation and give more agency to
students but it also protects the Union from a legal
perspective.

It is time we put our money were our mouth is and create
an SU true to its values of community, solidarity and
creativity.


